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COM1032 Operating Systems 
Lab 2 

Minix familiarisation 

Purpose: 
The purpose of this lab session is to familiarise yourself with the Minix 3 Operating System, 
as a modular OS especially focused on smaller PCs and on embedded systems, which are 
always resource constrained. 

Aim 
By the end of the lab you will be able to: 

• Use Minix Shell commands to query various processes.  
• Understand the process structures implemented in Minix source code 
• Understand How Process Scheduling is managed and implemented in Minix 
• Understand IPC data structures and processes 

MINIX 3 Introduction 
MINIX 3 is a free, open-source, operating system designed to be highly reliable, flexible, and 
secure. It is based on a tiny microkernel running in kernel mode with the rest of the operating 
system running as a number of isolated, protected, processes in user mode. The MINIX 3 
kernel is only about 4000 lines of executable code, not the millions found in Windows, 
Linux, Mac OSX, or FreeBSD. The rest of the system, including all the device drivers 
(except the clock driver), is a collection of small, modular, user-mode processes, each of 
which is tightly restricted in what it can do and with which other processes it may 
communicate. This design makes it much easier for students to learn how an operating 
system works than attempting to study a huge monolithic system. 

Minix Shell Commands: 
Follow the steps in the Minix web site to have your own vm of Minix at home: 

https://wiki.minix3.org/doku.php?id=www:download:start 

Once you have a running virtual machine with Minix OS, resume the following steps. The 
aim of this exercise is for you to familiarise yourself with using Minix the shell. The Minix 
shell is called ash. It is similar to the bash shell that you may be familiar with from Linux. It 
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has most of the same commands. You may find there are some differences in the 
options/arguments that ash commands allow. Even if you are an experienced Linux user, it is 
worth taking the time to familiarise yourself with Minix and where things are in Minix.  

To understand the process control block, privileges, scheduling, messaging, and security 
implementation details in Minix, please read the book in the references, or the related 
summary in the document “Minix Processes” in the other material section of Week 2 in 
Surrey Learn.  

When exploring the commands below, remember you can use the man command for 
documentation (but be aware, not all commands have man pages). http://ss64.com/bash/ 
provides a useful A-Z description of bash commands to be used as guidance. There follows a 
minimum set of commands and aspects of Minix that you should investigate as a start. 

1. shutdown - try the different options for shutting down Minix, in particular: 

shutdown -r 
shutdown -h 
shutdown -d 

What does each do? 
Note: when using your Minix VM it is sensible to poweroff the VM before quitting 
VirtualBox. 

2. Minix commands - investigate the following commands. Note down what they do. Use 
the which command to find the absolute path of each of the commands listed. Find out the 
meaning of the options for each command. Experiment with use of the commands with 
different options. 

pwd 
cat 
cd 
cp 
df 
du 
find 
ls 
more 
ps 
rm 

Note: be very careful with rm. Remember you are superuser in Minix. A mistake 
with rm could result in deleting important system files and you having to recreate your Minix 
VM. 

3. Explore the Minix filesystem using cd and ls. Complete the following tree for the Minix 
filesystem to the same level as the usr directory. 

        / 
    ____|______... 
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   |    |    | 
  usr   ?    ? ...  

o What is each directory below the root directory used for? 
o What is the absolute path to the Minix source code? 
o Where are the Minix boot images stored? 

The first MINIX kernel hacking 

MINIX 3 source code files live in the top /usr/src/ directory. Using the command cd /usr/src 
we enter the directory that contains the MINIX kernel-tree. Then we open the source file 
kernel/main.c with vi editor. The installed MINIX has no other editors now.  

$ vi kernel/main.c  

To find a character string, type / followed by the string you want to search for, and then press 
return. To insert characters, at the cursor position, type i followed by the characters to put in 
this position. Press escape any time to go back to commands mode. To save the file and quit, 
press escape, then colon :wq, to quit without saving, type :q!.  In this source file, search for 
the function announce() and change it by adding the two lines in bold below: 

/*===========================================================================* 
 * announce * 
 *===========================================================================*/ 
static void announce(void)  
{  
   /* Display the MINIX startup banner. */ 
   printf("\nMINIX %s.%s. "  
#ifdef _VCS_REVISION  
      "(" _VCS_REVISION")\n"  
#endif  
      "Copyright 2012, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, The Netherlands\n",  
      OS_RELEASE, OS_VERSION);  
   printf("MINIX is open source software, see http://www.minix3.org\n");  
   printf("Hello, COM1032!\n");  
   printf("%c%s",0x1B,"[47;30m");  
} 

All we did was to write a message “Hello, COM1032!” during booting, to test that you 
succeeded in getting inside the kernel now. This message will be printed in boot time. The 
second line changes the video mode of the terminal to grey background and black 
foreground. The description of the used ANSI escape codes, for example, can be found 
in Wikipedia. After saving the source, you might need to run make clean command, then make 
build followed by make install command compiles the kernel sources. If you run into any 
errors try: 

$ su 
# cd /usr/src/releasetools # this directory contains tools that make creating and 
installing the kernel easier 
# make hdboot # this installs the kernel to your hard disk  
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 It took 11 minutes to compile, so please wait. Then the system must be rebooted by the 
command shutdown -r. In the case of the newly compiled kernel we can see the message from 
the kernel and the changed video mode as well. 

 

 

Adding a new System Call in MINIX 
There are several files that you must edit to add a new system call to Minix. However, the 
process can be simplified into four main steps: 

A. Implement system call in kernel source code 
B. Add user interface to system call (via library) 
C. Recompile kernel and libraries 
D. Write code to call the system call from the user space.  

A. Implementation: Let's say your new kernel call is called sample. 
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1. Create Function Prototype: Find the following lines after opening the file in the 

editor:  vi /usr/src/servers/vfs/proto.h: 

/* worker.c */ 
… 
void dl_worker_start(void *(*func)(void *arg)); 

And add the following lines before the #endif line to define the system call prototype. 

/* COM1032 mod start */ 
int do_sample(); 
/* COM1032 mod end */ 

2. Write the implementation of do_sample() in its own source 
file: /usr/src/servers/vfs/do_sample.c 

#include <stdio.h>  // provides printf 
#include "fs.h"          // provides global variables such as m_in 
 
int do_sample() { 
    int i = m_in.m1_i1; /* m_in is a global variable set to VFS's 
                         * incoming message,  
                         * m_in.m1_i1 is the integer parameter set in the 
                         * test program. 
                         */ 
     
    printf("I am a new system call in COM1032 received parameter %d\n", i); 
    return (OK); 
}     

3. Add to compilation script: Open the file /usr/src/servers/vfs/Makefile and find 
the following line: 

.include <minix.bootprog.mk> 

To include the implementation in the compiled server, add the following lines before the 
.include line. 

# COM1032 mod start 
SRCS+= do_sample.c 
# COM1032 mod end 

This adds do_sample.c to the list of SRCS to be compiled.  

B. Library Interface: In Minix3, the servers handle system calls. Adding a new system call 
consists of two steps: writing a system-call handler and writing a user library. System-call 
handler is a function that is called in response to a user requesting a system call. Each 
system call has one handler. A user library packages the parameters for the system call 
and calls the handler on the appropriate server. A user always invokes a system call using 
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the library. The system-call handler should be placed in an appropriate server, which in 
turn would process a user request by invoking the matching handler. It is important to 
choose the correct server for the system-call. For instance, if the system call should 
update filesystem or fproc data-structures, then the system-call handler should be placed 
in the FS (filesystem) server. 

Although we are just implementing a dummy system call, and the server running it is not of 
concern at the moment, we will resume to file system as the server calling the system call for 
demo purposes only. 

1. The file /usr/src/servers/vfs/table.c includes the following declaration of a table (or 
array) of system calls implemented by the VFS server, and find an unused call 
number in the call_vec: 

int (*call_vec[])(void) = { 
    no_sys,         /*  0 = unused  */ 
    no_sys,         /*  1 = (exit)  */ 
    ... 
    ... 
    no_sys,         /* 69 = unused  */ 
    ... 
}; 

 
Replace the line: 
 
    no_sys,         /* 69 = unused  */ 

with: 
 
    /* COM1032 mod start */ 
    do_sample,    /* 69 = do_sample */ 
    /* COM1032 mod end */ 

 
2. Defining the system call number 

In the file /usr/src/include/minix/callnr.h there is a list of macro definitions of the form: 
 
#define EXIT        1  
#define FORK        2  
... 

 
These macros define the system call number and symbols (EXIT, FORK, READ etc.) that 
can be used in place of the call number. 
 
To define the new system call number, add the following lines to callnr.h: 
 
/* COM1032 mod start */ 
#define SYS_SAMPLE   69 
/* COM1032 mod end */ 
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SYS_SAMPLE is now the system call name that maps call number 69 to the entry for 
do_sample in servers/vfs/table.c. 

C. Compile: build the updated system tab and install it as follows:  
 

$cpdir kernel_backup kernel 
$rm kernel/*.o 
$cd /usr/src/releasetools 
$make services 
$make hdboot 
$shutdown –r 

 
If you receive an error message try the following: make clean then make build then make 
install from the source code directory: /usr/src 

D. User System Call: Now we will write a test program to invoke this new system call 
through the file system handler. 
 

1. Implement: create a test a program test_do_sample.c in /root 
#include <lib.h>     // provides _syscall and message 
#include <stdio.h>  // provides printf 
#include <stdlib.h> // provide atoi and exit 
 
 
int main(int argc, char **argv) { 
 message m;   // Minix uses a message to pass parameters to a system call 
 if (argc < 2) 
  exit(1); // expecting at least 1 integer parameter to test program 
         
 int i = atoi(argv[1]); 
 
 m.m1_i1 = i;  // Passing a parameter to a system call 
 int ret1 = _syscall(VFS_PROC_NR, SYS_SAMPLE, &m); 
 /* _syscall asks the kernel to ask the server process identified by 
 VFS_PROC_NR (the VFS server process) to execute the system call 
 identified by call number SYS_SAMPLE with any parameters in the  
 message m (accessed through its address &m). 
 */    
 printf ("Made a system call with input %d and output %d\n", i, ret1); 
} 

Note that _syscall function is used by user level programs to invoke a system call. It is 
actually implements an Inter-Process Communication (IPC) using the sendrec 
(send/receive) function to send a request and receive a reply. Read more about this in the IPC 
section in the Minix Processes document in the Other Material of Week 2 in Surrey Learn. 
You will also find more information about the message data structure and what other types 
can be sent and received between processes. 

2. Compile the user program & run as follows: 
cc test_do_sample.c 
chmod +x a.out 
./a.out 
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The above is just a start for your exploration of Minix. I strongly advise you to do further 
investigation applying in Minix what you learned in the lab Ubuntu machines using the Unix 
Server Administration Document in the other material section in Surrey Learn.  

Exercise: Identify what is available in Minix from the Unix Server Administration 
commands and what is not. 

Android Exercise: 
If you are having an Android device, you can connect your Android device as instructed in 
lab1. Use strace command to find out the system calls that have been made. 

Check the following files for more information about the available system calls: 

Android/bionic/libc/SYSCALLS.txt 
android/bionic/libc/kernel/arch-arm/asm/unistd.h 

 
Optional: 
1. Use the following tools to observe the System Server's behavior: logcat, dumpsys, 
dumpstate 

 
2. Use strace to monitor the operation of dumpsys. You should see dumpsys using ioctl() to talk 
to the binder driver (/dev/binder). 
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